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Identifying the neutrino mass spectrum from a supernova neutrino burst
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We study the role that the future detection of the neutrino burst from a galactic supernova can play in the
reconstruction of the neutrino mass spectrum. We consider all possible 3n mass and flavor spectra which
describe the solar and atmospheric neutrino data. For each of these spectra we find the observable effects of the
supernova neutrino conversions both in the matter of the star and the Earth. We show that studies of the
electron neutrino and antineutrino spectra as well as observations of the neutral current effects from supernova
will allow us ~i! to identify the solar neutrino solution,~ii ! to determine the type of mass hierarchy~normal or
inverted! and ~iii ! to probe the mixinguUe3u2 to values as low as 1024– 1023.

PACS number~s!: 14.60.Pq, 97.60.Bw
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I. INTRODUCTION

The reconstruction of the neutrino mass and flavor sp
trum is one of the fundamental problems of particle phys
It also has important implications for cosmology and ast
physics. Knowledge of neutrino masses and mixing will
low us to clarify the role of neutrinos in the mechanism
star explosions and supernova nucleosynthesis.

With the present data on the atmospheric and solar n
trinos, we are taking the first steps in the reconstruction
the spectrum. The SuperKamiokande~SK! results@1# on at-
mospheric neutrinos, confirmed by the recent SOUDAN@2#
and MACRO@3# data, allow us to claim with a high confi
dence level that the atmospheric neutrinos oscillate. Mo
over, the oscillations are due to neutrino masses and the
ing in vacuum. The data also indicatenm↔nt as the
dominant mode. All the existing experimental results can
well described in terms of thenm↔nt vacuum oscillations
with the mass squared difference and the mixing parame
given by @1#

uDmatm
2 u5~128!31023 eV2, sin22u50.8– 1.0. ~1!

There is no compelling evidence that the electron neutri
participate in the oscillations of atmospheric neutrin
Moreover, the CHOOZ experiment@4# gives an upper bound
on the mixing ofne with Dm2;Dmatm

2 :

sin22ue<0.1 for uDm2u.231023 eV2. ~2!

The oscillation interpretation of the atmospheric neutr
data indicates that the solution of the solar neutrino prob
is also related to nonzero neutrino masses and mixing. At
moment, however, there are several possible solutio
Moreover, various sorts of data—spectral distortions, d
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night effects, seasonal variations—favor different possi
solutions. A good description of all the existing data can
obtained by@5#

~1! the small mixing angle~SMA! Mikheyev-Smirnov-
Wolfenstein~MSW! solution

Dm(
2 5~4 – 10!31026 eV2, sin22u(5~2 – 10!31023,

~3!

~2! the large mixing angle~LMA ! MSW solution

Dm(
2 5~1-10!31025 eV2, sin22u(50.7– 0.95, ~4!

~3! the vacuum oscillation~VO! solution

Dm(
2 5H ~4 – 6!310210 eV2,

~6 – 8!310211 eV2,
~5!

sin22u(50.8– 1.0.

Some other possibilities are also not excluded—e.g.
LOW ~low mass, low probability! MSW solution withDm2

;(0.5– 2)31027 eV2 and sin22u(50.9– 1.0 ~see @5,6#!.
Results from future experiments with existing and new d
tectors will remove this ambiguity, thus identifying the co
rect solution to the solar neutrino problem.

Further evidence for neutrino oscillations follows fro
the Liquid Scintillation Neutrino Detector~LSND! results
@7#, which are not confirmed, but also not excluded by t
KARMEN experiment@8#. The LSND results cannot be rec
onciled with solutions of the atmospheric and solar neutr
problems in the context of only three known neutrinos, th
requiring the introduction of sterile neutrinos@9#. In this pa-
per, we shall consider only the mixing between the kno
three neutrinos~spectra with sterile neutrinos will be dis
cussed elsewhere!.

The atmospheric and solar neutrino results@1–3,5# as well
as the existing bounds from the other oscillation experime
and thebb0n searches lead to several possible spectra
neutrino masses and mixing. The ambiguity is related to~i!
©2000 The American Physical Society07-1
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the unidentified solution of the solar neutrino problem,~ii !
the unknown mixing ofne in the third mass eigenstate whic
is described by the matrix elementUe3 and ~iii ! the type of
hierarchy~normal or inverted! which is related to the mass o
the third mass eigenstate~whether it is the lightest or the
heaviest one!. The absolute scale of the mass is also u
known; however, this cannot be established from the os
lation phenomena.

In this paper, we reconsider the effects of oscillations
supernova neutrinos. With the existing data on neutr
masses and mixing, we can sharpen the predictions of
oscillation effects in the supernova neutrinos. On the ot
hand, we clarify the extent to which studies of superno
neutrinos can contribute to the reconstruction of the neut
mass and flavor spectrum. We will show that the three a
biguities mentioned above can in principle be resolved
supernova data.

The effects of neutrino mixing on the neutrino fluxes fro
the supernova have been extensively discussed in the co
of 2n mixing. For a wide range of mixing paramete
(Dm2&104 eV2), the neutrinos encounter their MSW res
nance densities inside the star; hence the studies of reso
neutrino conversions inside the star@10–12# are crucial. For
very low values of Dm2 ~e.g. Dm2&10214 eV2), the
vacuum oscillations on the way from the star to the Ea
need to be taken into account@13,14#. In the presence of a
strong magnetic field, spin-flip effects become importa
@15#: the spin-flavor precession@16# and resonant spin-flavo
conversions@17# may affect the observed neutrino fluxes.
sterile neutrinos are involved in the neutrino conversio
they may enabler-process nucleosynthesis@18#.

The effects of the neutrino conversions can be obser
through, e.g.~i! the disappearance~partial or complete! of
the neutronization peak,~ii ! the interchange of original spec
tra and the appearance of a hardne spectrum,~iii ! distortions
of the ne energy spectrum,~iv! modification of then̄e spec-
trum ~in particular, the effects of large lepton mixing on th
n̄e spectrum have been extensively studied@19#!, and ~v!
Earth matter effects. The observation of the neutrino bu
from SN 1987A@20# has already given bounds on the lar
mixing of active neutrinos@11,12,19–22#! and on the mixing
of ne with sterile neutrinos@23#.

The main features of transitions of supernova neutrino
the case of 3n mixing @22,24–30# can be understood in term
of the 2n mixing. The system has two resonances.1 Under
the assumptions of mass hierarchy and smallness of mix
the dynamics of the two level crossings splits. As a res
the factorization of probabilities occurs@24,25#. In the pres-
ence of sterile neutrinos, multi-level conversions take pl
@28,31#, which may be interpreted in terms of the constitue
2n conversions for small mixing angles andDm2 hierarchy
@9#.

1The radiative corrections tomnm
andmnt

imply the existence of
one more resonance between the two non-electron neutrinos
since the two non-electron neutrinos cannot be distinguished a
detector, the conversions between them do not affect the obs
tions. See Sec. II F.
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In this paper, we study the conversions of supernova n
trinos in the 3n context, taking into account recent results
the neutrino masses and mixing. We consider the effects
all possible schemes of neutrino masses and mixing wh
explain the atmospheric and solar neutrino data. For e
scheme, we find the modifications of~i! the neutronization
peak, ~ii ! the ne energy spectrum and~iii ! the n̄e energy
spectrum, which can be observed directly. We also de
mine the spectrum of the non-electron neutrinos which ca
principle be studied by neutral current interactions in re
tions with different energy thresholds.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we descr
the features of initial neutrino fluxes from the supernova a
the dynamics of neutrino conversion on their way out to
surface of the star. In Sec. III, we derive general expressi
for the transition probabilities for the schemes with norm
mass hierarchy. We also calculate the Earth matter effect
the neutrino spectra. In Sec. IV, we find the final neutri
spectra at detectors for the schemes with the normal m
hierarchy. In Sec. V, we perform similar studies for th
schemes with the inverted mass hierarchy. In Sec. VI,
discuss the observable signals and the signatures of va
mixing schemes In Sec. VII, comparing results for vario
schemes we conclude about the possibility to discrimin
the schemes by future observations of neutrino bursts fro
galactic supernova.

II. MASS SPECTRA, FLUXES AND DYNAMICS
OF CONVERSION

In this section, the generic properties of the initial ne
trino fluxes will be summarized. We identify the neutrin
mass and mixing parameters relevant for the supernova
trino conversions, and consider main aspects of dynamic
neutrino conversion inside the star: the transition regions,
factorization of dynamics and adiabaticity. Finally, we co
struct the level crossing schemes for the normal and the
verted mass hierarchy.

A. Neutrino fluxes

In what follows we will summarize the generic features
the original fluxes which do not depend on the model and
parameters of the star. The deviations from these feat
will testify for neutrino conversions.

~1! Flavor of the neutronization peak. During first few
milliseconds of the neutrino burst from a supernova, the s
nal is expected to be dominated by thene , which are pro-
duced by the electron capture on protons and nuclei w
the shock wave passes through the neutrinosphere@32#.
Since the original flux isne , the final observed fluxes give
direct measurement of the extent of conversion ofne into the
other neutrino species.

~2! Inequalities of average energies of the spectra. Since
ne interact more strongly with matter than the other spec
their effective neutrinosphere is outside the neutrinosphe
of the other species and hence they have a lower ave
energy thann̄e and nx . The n̄e also interact via charged
current, but the cross section is smaller, so their aver

but
he
va-
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IDENTIFYING THE NEUTRINO MASS SPECTRUM FROM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D62 033007
energy is more than that of thene , but less than that ofnx :

^Ene

0 &,^En̄e

0
&,^Enx

0 &. ~6!

Here the superscript ‘‘0’’ refers to the original spectra. T
neutrino conversion changes inequalities~6!.

~3! The pinched spectra during the cooling stage. Let Fe
0

andFē
0 be the original fluxes ofne and n̄e respectively, pro-

duced during the cooling stage. The ‘‘non-electron’’ neut
nos (nm ,nt ,n̄m ,n̄t) have the same neutral current intera
tions inside the supernova, and their original fluxes
expected to be approximately equal.2 In what follows we will
neglect the difference of fluxes. We will denote these fo
neutrino species collectively asnx and the original flux of
each of them asFx

0 .
The spectra of neutrinos from the cooling stage are

exactly thermal. Since the neutrino interaction cross sec
increases with energy, even for the same species of ne
nos, the effective neutrinosphere radius increases with
creasing energies. Then, even if the neutrinos at their res
tive neutrinospheres are in thermal equilibrium with t
matter, the spectrum gets ‘‘pinched,’’ i.e. depleted at
higher as well as the lower end of energies in compari
with thermal spectrum.~See Fig. 1 for an illustration.! It can
be shown that pinching of the instantaneous spectrum is
consequence of the following two facts:~i! the temperature
inside the supernova decreases with increasing radius an~ii !
the density decreases faster than 1/r @34#. The pinching of
the instantaneous spectrum can be extended to the pinc
of the time-integrated spectrum as long as the time varia

2The presence of real muons in the central part of the star lead
a nonzero chemical potential of the muon neutrinos and hence
difference of fluxes@33#. However, in the neutrinosphere withT
'6 – 8 MeV, the concentration of muons is smaller than 1%.

FIG. 1. The number ofn2N charged current events for~a! a
thermal spectrum (T53,h50), ~b! a ‘‘pinched’’ spectrum (T
53,h53). T and h are the parameters as in Eq.~7!. Both the
energy resolution function and the lower energy threshold effe
have been taken into account. The spectra are normalized to
equal areas.
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of the average energy of the spectrum is small. Numer
simulations of the neutrino spectra confirm the pinching
spectra@35,36#.

One way to parametrize the pinched neutrino spectra i
introduce an effective temperatureTi and an effective degen
eracy parameterh i ~which has the same sign for neutrino
and antineutrinos and cannot be considered as the chem
potential! in the Fermi-Dirac thermal spectrum for each sp
cies i:

Fi
0~E!}

E2

Exp~E/Ti2h i !11
. ~7!

For a pinched spectrum,h i.0. The value ofh i is the same
for all nx species~neutrinos as well as antineutrinos, sin
they have the same interactions!, and are in general differen
from he or h ē . The value of h i need not be constan
throughout the cooling stage. Typically,

Te'3 – 4 MeV, Tē'5 – 6 MeV, Tx'7 – 9 MeV .
~8!

The typical values ofh i are @36,37#

he'3 – 5, h ē'2.0– 2.5, hx'0 – 2. ~9!

Notice that the strongest pinching is expected for thene
spectrum. These values, however, are model dependen
we shall use them only as a guide.

In what follows, we shall calculate the fluxes of electro
neutrinosFe , electron antineutrinos,Fē , and the total flux of
the non-electron neutrinos, ‘‘4Fx , ’’ at the Earth detectors.

B. Neutrino mass spectra

We consider the system of three active neutrinosnW f
[(ne ,nm ,nt) mixed in vacuum, such that

nW f5UnW , ~10!

wherenW [(n1 ,n2 ,n3) is the vector of mass eigenstates an

U[uuU f i uu, f 5e,m,t, i 51,2,3, ~11!

is the mixing matrix. We take

Dm32
2 [m3

22m2
25Dmatm

2 , ~12!

so that the oscillations driven byDm23
2 solve the atmospheric

neutrino problem. We identify

Dm21
2 [m2

22m1
25Dm(

2 , ~13!

whereDm(
2 is in one of the regions~SMA, LMA or VO!

implied by the solar neutrino data@Eqs.~3!,~4!,~5!#.
The key features of the spectra which play an import

role in the applications to the supernova neutrinos are
~1! the hierarchy ofDm2,

uDm32
2 u'uDm31

2 u@uDm21
2 u; ~14!

~2! the upper bound onDm2,

to
a
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ve
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AMOL S. DIGHE AND ALEXEI YU. SMIRNOV PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 033007
uDmi j
2 u&1022 eV2. ~15!

Since nm and nt are indistinguishable in the supernov
neutrino studies, the neutrino transitions are determined
the mixings of the electron neutrino only, i.e. by the eleme
Uei ~11! ~see Sec. III for more details!. Moreover, the three
Uei’s are related by the unitarity condition(uUeiu251, so
that only two mixing elements are relevant, and one can
uUe2u and uUe3u.

The elementUe3 is small, as mentioned in the Introduc
tion. If uUe3u2!1, then Ue2 ~and therefore,Ue1) can be
found from the solar neutrino data:

4uUe2u2uUe1u2'4uUe2u2~12uUe2u2!'sin22u( , ~16!

whereu( is the mixing angle determined in the 2n analysis
of the solar neutrino data.

The system is then determined by two pairs of parame
(Dmi

2 ,sin22ui), i 5L,H, where

~DmL
2 ,sin22uL!>~Dm(

2 ,sin22u(!

~17!
~DmH

2 ,sin22uH!>~Dmatm
2 ,4uUe3u2!.

Correspondingly, it can then be described by two points
the (Dm2,sin22u) plane.

The current oscillation data do not determine the m
and flavor spectrum completely. As we have already m
tioned in the Introduction, the uncertainty is related to

~1! The discrete ambiguity in the solution of the sol
neutrino problem: The data favor three solutions indicated
the introduction~SMA, LMA and VO!, and some other so
lutions ~e.g. the lowDm2 MSW solution@5,6#, the trimaxi-
mal mixing solution@38#!, although disfavored, are not ex
cluded. The future solar neutrino experiments will remo
this ambiguity and sharpen the determination of the osc
tion parameters.

~2! The ambiguity in the sign ofDm32
2 ~and Dm31

2 ): this
determines the type of neutrino mass hierarchy. We refe
the case

Dm32
2 .0, i.e. m3.m2 ,m1 , ~18!

as the spectrum withnormal mass hierarchy and to the ca

Dm32
2 ,0, i.e. m2 ,m1.m3 , ~19!

as the spectrum withinvertedmass hierarchy.
The key difference between these two hierarchies is t

in the normal hierarchy, the smallUe3-admixture ofne is in
the heaviest state whereas in the inverted hierarchy, this
mixture is in the lightest state.

The type of hierarchy can in principle be established
future studies of atmospheric neutrinos. If the effects ofne
oscillations will be observed and the sign of the charg
lepton produced by the atmospheric neutrinos will be ide
fied in the future experiments, the studies of matter effect
the neutrino and antineutrino channels will allow to establ
the sign ofDm2. The sign can also be found from the studi
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of matter effects in the future long baseline experiments
particular, with neutrino factories.

~3! The value ofUe3 is unknown. In principle, future
atmospheric neutrino experiments and the long baseline
periments will be able to measure or further restrictUe3.

~4! In the case of the SMA and LMA solutions,Dm21
2

.0. But the sign ofDm21
2 is undetermined in the VO solu

tion. The feasibility of resolving this ambiguity has bee
recently discussed in@39#.

Summarizing, the ambiguity in the present analysis is
lated to the solution of the solar neutrino problem, the ty
of hierarchy and the value ofUe3. The first two ambiguities
lead to six possible schemes of neutrino masses and mix
Within each scheme, the predictions depend on the valu
Ue3.

C. Neutrino conversion regions

In supernova, the transitions occur mainly in the res
nance layers, where the density varies between (r res
2Dr res) and (r res1Dr res). Herer res is the resonance den
sity:

r res'
1

2A2GF

Dm2

E

mN

Ye
cos 2u, ~20!

GF is the Fermi constant,mN is the mass of the nucleon,E is
the neutrino energy andYe is the electron fraction—the num
ber of electrons per nucleon.3 For small vacuum mixing, the
width of the resonance layer equals

2Dr res'2r restan 2u. ~21!

Using Eq.~20!, the resonance matter density can be writt
as

r res;1.43106 g/ccS Dm2

1 eV2D S 10 MeV

E D S 0.5

Ye
D cos 2u.

~22!

There are two resonance layers. The layer at higher d
sities (H-resonance layer!, which corresponds toDmatm

2 , is
at

rH;103– 104 g/cc, ~23!

and the layer at lower densities (L-resonance layer!, charac-
terized byDm(

2 , is at

rL5H 5215 g/cc for SMA,

10230 g/cc for LMA,

,1024 g/cc for VO.

~24!

3It is worthwhile to introduce the resonance density for ‘‘VO
parameters too, although the dominating effect could be the vac
oscillations. We shall consider the limit of sin22u→1 as a special
case.
7-4
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The regions where the neutrino transitions occur are t
far outside the core of the star—in the outer layers of
mantle. Therefore

~i! the transitions do not influence the dynamics of c
lapse or the cooling of the core;

~ii ! the r-processes, which occur atr*105– 106 g/cc, are
also not affected;

~iii ! the shock wave does not influence the neutrino c
versions@indeed, during the time of cooling by neu
trino emission (t;10 sec!, the shock wave can only
reach layers with densitiesr*106 g/cc @40,41##;

~iv! the density profile encountered by the neutrinos d
ing their resonant conversions is almost static, a
the same as that of the progenitor star.

In the region with densities*1 g/cc, the electron fraction
is almost constant and the density profile can be appr
mated by@12,36,42#

rYe'23104 g/ccS r

109 cm
D 23

, for r*1 g/cc .

~25!

For r&1 g/cc, the fraction of hydrogen increases andYe
becomes larger than 0.5. The exact shape of the density
file depends on the details of the composition of the star

D. Factorization of the dynamics

The hierarchy ofDm2, and therefore the hierarchy of th
densities of the resonance layers, leads to the ‘‘factor
tion’’ of the dynamics of conversion: the transitions in th
two resonance layers can be considered independently
each transition is reduced to a two neutrino problem. Inde
in the H-resonance region, the mixingUe2

m associated with
Dm(

2 is suppressed by matter. The suppression factor is

Ue2
m

Ue2
;

rL

rH
&1022. ~26!

Correspondingly, the effects driven byDm(
2 are suppressed

by more than two orders of magnitude.
In the L-resonance region, the mixing associated w

Dmatm
2 coincides with the vacuum mixing:Ue3

m 'Ue3. The
matter corrections are strongly suppressed:

Ue3
m 5Ue3@11O~j!#, j'

rL

rH
&1022. ~27!

That is, the mixing associated withDmatm
2 is almost con-

stant, and therefore the leveln3 practically does not partici-
pate in the dynamics. By an appropriate redefinition of
fields, the problem can be reduced to a two state probl
The staten3 decouples from the rest of the system, produ
ing just an averaged oscillation effect@26#.

If the mixing Ue3 is very small, the resulting surviva
probability of ne ( n̄e) is also factorized@24,25#:
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@P~ne→ne!# total5@P~ne→ne!#H3@P~ne→ne!#L

1O~ uUe3u2!, ~28!

and similarly forn̄e .

E. Adiabatic, non-adiabatic and transition regions

The dynamics of transitions in each resonance laye
determined by the adiabaticity parameterg @43,44#:

g[
Dm2

2E

sin22u

cos2u

1

~1/ne!~dne /dr !
, ~29!

such that the ‘‘flip’’ probability—the probability that a neu
trino in one matter eigenstate jumps to the other ma
eigenstate—is

Pf5expS 2
p

2
g D ~30!

as given by the Landau-Zener formula@43#. Adiabatic con-
version corresponds tog@1, i.e. to a very small flip
probability.4

Let us consider the density profile of the form

r5A/r n, ~32!

whereA is the proportionality constant. From Eq.~29!, we
get the adiabaticity parameter for this profile as

g5
1

2n S Dm2

E D 121/n sin22u

~cos2u!111/n S 2A2GFYe

mN
AD 1/n

.

~33!

Here we have used the resonance condition to exprer
through the oscillation parameters. Note that the depende
of g on the absolute scale of density,A, is rather weak:

g}A1/n. ~34!

For n53, the change ofA by one order of magnitude lead
to the change ofg by a factor of 2.

For a fixed density scaleA, the value ofg depends on the
power indexn as

4The Landau-Zener formula is valid for a linear variation of de
sity in the resonance region and a small mixing angleu. For an
arbitrary density distribution and mixing angle, the Landau-Ze
formula ~30! gets modified to@45#

Pf5

expS2 p

2
gFD2expS2 p

2
gF/sin2uD

12expS2 p

2
gF/sin2uD , ~31!

whereF is a function of the density profile and the mixing angl
The adiabaticity condition is, approximately,gF@1. At small mix-
ing angles and linear density variation in the resonance regionF
'1 and Eq.~31! reduces to Eq.~30!.
7-5
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g}1/n, ~35!

so that a variation ofn between 2 and 4 leads to the variatio
in g by a factor of 2.

In turn, the uncertainty of a factor of 2 ing is equivalent
to the change of sin22u by a factor of 2~at small values ofu)
or the change ofDm2 by a factor of 2n/(n21);3 – 4.

The lines of equalg ~and therefore, equalPf) on the
(Dm22sin22u) plot are determined by

~Dm2!121/nsin22u5const ~36!

for small u.
For n53 which will be used in the further calculation

we get

Dm25const /sin32u. ~37!

From Eqs.~30! and~33!, the flip probability as a function o
energy can be written as@27#

Pf5expF2S Ena

E D 2/3G , ~38!

where

FIG. 2. The energy dependence ofPf on E/Ena . The solid line
is for the density profiler;r 23, whereas the dashed line is for th
density profiler;e2r .
03300
Ena5S p

12D
3/2Dm2sin32u

cos22u
S 2A2GFYe

mN
AD 1/2

. ~39!

The dependence ofPf on E/Ena is shown in Fig. 2. One can
divide the whole range of energy into three parts:

For E/Ena,1021 ~region I!, we getPf'0. In this range,
pure adiabatic conversion occurs.

For E/Ena.102 ~region III!, the flip probability is close
to 1, which corresponds to a strong violation of adiabatici

In the transition regionE/Ena51021– 102 ~region II!, Pf
increases with the neutrino energy. This region spans alm
three orders of magnitude in energy, which is substantia
larger than the range of energies in the neutrino spectru
Notice that for the exponential density distribution~which is
the case inside the sun!, the transition region is narrowe
~about two orders of magnitude! and correspondingly, the
energy dependence in this region is stronger.

The observable part of the supernova neutrino spectr
lies mainly between the energies of 5 and 50 MeV; i.e.,
spans about one order of magnitude. If the spectrum is
region I, completely adiabatic conversion occurs for t
whole spectrum. In region II, the conversion depends on
ergy; however, the dependence is not strong over the
evant range of energies. The average energies of any
neutrino species differ by a factor of less than 3, and
DE/E;3, the variation in the flip probability isDPf<0.2
~from Fig. 2!. In the first approximation, the final spectrum
can then be characterized by anaverageor effectiveflip
probability. This is illustrated in Fig. 3: the spectra of th
number of events taking into account the energy depende
of Pf are shown in~a! and the spectra with an effective flip
probability ^Pf& are shown in~b!. It may be observed that
the spectra with an appropriate value of^Pf& can mimic the
features of the actual spectra. This is particularly true giv
the theoretical uncertainties in the shapes of the origi
spectra.

In Fig. 4, we show the contours of equal flip probabilit
Pf , Eq. ~31!, in the (Dm22sin22u) plot for two different
energies on the borders of the observable spectrum. We
show the parameter ranges which explain the solar and
mospheric neutrino data. The dark band~the ‘‘atmospheric
neutrino band’’! corresponds to the allowed range ofDm31

2 .
The rightmost part of this band is excluded by the CHOO
n-
or
FIG. 3. The number ofne2N charged current
events, taking into account the energy depe
dence of the flip probability. The parameters f
the original spectra are taken to beTe53 MeV,
he53,Tx58 MeV,hx51. In ~a!, the flip prob-
ability is Pf5exp@2(Ena /E)2/3# with ~a1! Ena

50.05, ~a2! Ena52, ~a3! Ena510, ~a4! Ena

550 MeV. In ~b!, the effective flip probability
^Pf& is ~b1! 1.0, ~b2! 0.85, ~b3! 0.6, ~b4! 0.0.
7-6
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experiment@4#. The range ofuUe3u2 that can be probed by
the long baseline experiment MINOS@46# is also shown.

The contours ofPf50.1 andPf50.9 divide the plot into
three regions, corresponding to the three regions in Fig.

~i! The ‘‘adiabatic region’’ ~I! is the region above the
contour withPf50.1, where adiabaticity is well satis
fied and strong flavor conversions occur.

~ii ! The ‘‘transition region’’ ~II ! is the region between
Pf50.1 andPf50.9 contours. Here the adiabaticity
partially broken and the transitions are not comple
Moreover, the extent of transitions depends on
energy.

~iii ! The ‘‘non-adiabatic’’ region~III ! lies below thePf
50.9 contour. The neutrino conversions are pra
cally absent.

Since the adiabaticity breaking increases withE and de-
creases with the increase ofDm2 and sin22u, the lines of
equal Pf for E550 MeV are shifted to largerDm2 and
sin22u relative to the lines forE55 MeV. The dependence
of the contours of equalPf on the density profile is rathe
weak, as can be seen from the previous discussion. E
with conservative estimates, the borders of the regions h
an uncertainty of a factor of 2 in sin22u for a given value of
Dm2.

As follows from Fig. 4, the LMA solution lies in the
adiabatic region I.5 The SMA solution is in the transition
region. The VO solutions are either in the transition region

5The LOW solution also lies in the adiabatic region, so all t
results for the LMA scenario are also valid for the LOW scenar

FIG. 4. The contours of equal flip probabilityPf . The solid
lines denote the contours of flip probability for a 5 MeV neutrino:
the line on the left stands forPf50.9 ~highly non-adiabatic transi-
tion! and the line on the right stands forPf50.1 ~adiabatic transi-
tion!. The dashed lines represent the corresponding flip probabil
for neutrinos with energy 50 MeV. SMA, LMA and VO correspon
to the solutions of the solar neutrino anomaly. The two vertical lin
indicate the values of 4uUe3u25sin22u lying on the borders of the
adiabatic, non-adiabatic and transition regions forDm2 correspond-
ing to the best fit value of the atmospheric neutrino solution.
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in the non-adiabatic region, which depends essentially on
density profile in the outermost layers of the star (r&1 g/cc!
and the precise value ofDm2.

As was described in Sec. II B, each neutrino mass
flavor spectrum can be represented by two points~17! in the
(Dm2,sin22u) plot ~Fig. 4!. One point, corresponding to
(Dm31

2 ,sin22ue3), should lie in the atmospheric neutrin
band, and the other point, corresponding to (Dm21

2 ,sin22ue2),
should lie in one of the ‘‘islands’’ corresponding to the s
lutions of the solar neutrino problem. These two points ch
acterize the layersH andL, Eqs.~23! and ~24! respectively.
Let PH( P̄H) andPL( P̄L) be the probabilities that the neutr
nos~antineutrinos! jump to another matter eigenstate in the
two layers. The extent of conversion is determined by
values of these four flip probabilities.

From Fig. 4, we conclude that theH resonance is in the
adiabatic range~region I! for

sin22ue354uUe3u2*1023 ~40!

and in the transition region~region II! for

sin22ue3;1025– 1023. ~41!

As we shall see in Secs. IV and V, the features of the fi
spectra depend strongly on the region in which theH reso-
nance lies. According to Eq.~41!, the supernova neutrino
spectra are sensitive to as low values of 4uUe3u2 as
1023– 1025. This is more than two orders of magnitude be
ter than the current bounds@4# or those expected from th
planned long baseline experiments.

F. Level crossing schemes and initial conditions

In the basis of flavor eigenstates (ne ,nm ,nt), the evolu-
tion of neutrinos at densitiesr,106 g/cc relevant for neu-
trino conversion~see below! is described by a Schro¨dinger-
like equation with the effective Hamiltonian

H5
M 2

2E
1V5

1

2E S mee
2 12EV mem

2 met
2

mem
2 mmm

2 mmt
2

met
2 mmt

2 mtt
2
D , ~42!

whereV'Diag(V,0,0), andV5A2GFne is the effective po-
tential for the electron neutrinos due to their charged curr
interactions with electrons.

Since any rotation in the (nm2nt) subspace does not a
fect the physics, it is convenient to perform a rotation of t
neutrino states (ne ,nm ,nt)→(ne ,nm8 ,nt8), which diagonal-
izes the (nm ,nt) submatrix of Eq.~42! @47#. ~The potentialV
appears only in the elementHee, and hence is not affecte
by this rotation.! The effective Hamiltonian in the new bas
becomes

H5
1

2E S mee
2 12EV mem8

2 met8
2

mem8
2 mm8m8

2 0

met8
2 0 mt8t8

2
D . ~43!

.

s

s
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At V@mi j
2 /(2E), the off-diagonal terms can be neglect

and the Hamiltonian~43! becomes diagonal:

H'Diag~V,mm8m8
2 ,mt8t8

2
!. ~44!

That is, the basis states (ne ,nm8 ,nt8) are the matter eigen
states. These are the states that arrive at the conversio
gions as independent~incoherent! states and transform in thi
region independently.

Notice that a difference between the potentials ofnm and
nt appears in the second order in the weak interactions
to difference of masses of them andt charged leptons@48#:

Vmt'V
3GFmt

2

2A2p2Ye
S ln

mW
2

mt
2

211
Yn

3 D '1024V, ~45!

wheremt is thet mass,mW is theW-boson mass, andYe and
Yn are the numbers of electrons and the neutrons per nuc
respectively. Therefore a complete form of the matrix of p
tentials isV'Diag(V,0,Vmt).

The potentialVmt becomes important at high densitie
One has

Vmt;Dmatm
2 /2E'2mmt

2 /2E at rmt;107– 108 g/cc.

At r@rmt , and in particular in the region of the neutrino
sphere, the potentialsV and Vmt dominate over the othe
terms in the Hamiltonian, and the Hamiltonian becomes
proximately diagonal:H'V'Diag(V,0,Vmt). This means
that at high densities the flavor states coincide with
eigenstates in medium.

Let us recall that the non-electron neutrinos are produ
in the neutral current processes which are flavor blind; i
they produce a coherent mixture of matter eigenstates.
coherence, however, disappears in the evolution that follo
The ne departs from the coherent state due to the large
tential V, whereas the coherence ofnm andnt is broken by
Vmt .

In the interval of densities whereVmt!Dmatm
2 /2E!V,

the potentialVmt can be neglected, so that we arrive at t
Hamiltonian ~43! with eigenstates (ne ,nm8 ,nt8). In the re-
gion Vmt;Dmatm

2 /2E, the level crossing occurs in the an

tineutrino channel@25#, which leads to the transitionsn̄m

→ n̄t8 and n̄t→ n̄m8 . In the neutrino channel, we havenm

→nm8 andnt→nt8 .

Since the initial fluxes ofn
(2)

m and n
(2)

t are equal (Fx
0), we

get that the fluxes ofn
(2)

m8 and n
(2)

t8 will be also equal (Fx
0).

Therefore (ne ,nm8 ,nt8) with fluxes (Fe
0 ,Fx

0 ,Fx
0) and corre-

spondingly (n̄e ,n̄m8 ,n̄t8) with fluxes (Fē
0 ,Fx

0 ,Fx
0) can be

considered as the initial state in our task.
The Hamiltonian~43! allows us easily to construct th

level crossing scheme. In Fig. 5, we show the generic le
crossing diagrams for the normal and inverted mass hie
chies, for smallu( ~SMA! as well as largeu( ~LMA or
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VO!. The diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian~43!,
Hii (ne) ( i 5e,m8,t8), determine the energies of the flavo
states shown by the dotted lines. The crossing of these le
indicates a resonance.H and L are the two resonances a
higher and lower densities respectively, Eqs.~23! and ~24!.
The solid lines represent the eigenvalues of the Hamilton
~43!.

In the case of antineutrinos, the effective potentialV for
the n̄e has the opposite sign:V52A2GFne . The antineutri-
nos can then be represented on the same level crossing
gram, as neutrinos traveling through matter with ‘‘effe
tively’’ negative ne . The half-plane with positive values o
ne then describes neutrinos and the half-plane with nega
values ofne describes antineutrinos.

The neutrinos~antineutrinos! are produced inside a supe
nova in regions of high matter density. On their way towar
the Earth, they travel through a medium withalmostmono-
tonically decreasing density, towards the vacuum where b
neutrinos and antineutrinos have vanishing effective pot
tials. This corresponds to starting at the right~left! extreme
ends of thene axis in Fig. 5, and moving towardsne50.

The H resonance lies in the neutrino channel for the n
mal hierarchy and in the antineutrino channel for the inver
hierarchy. TheL resonance lies in the neutrino channel f
both the hierarchies as long as the solar neutrino solutio
SMA or LMA. For the VO solution, theL resonance may lie
in either of the two channels, neutrinos or antineutrinos.

FIG. 5. The level crossing diagrams for~a! the normal mass
hierarchy and smallu( , ~b! the inverted mass hierarchy and sma
u( , ~c! the normal mass hierarchy and largeu( , ~d! the inverted
mass hierarchy and largeu( . Solid lines show the eigenvalues o
the effective Hamiltonian as functions of the electron number d
sity. The dashed lines correspond to energies of flavor levelsne ,
nm8 , andnt8 . The part of the plot withne,0 corresponds to the
antineutrino channel.
7-8
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III. CONVERSION PROBABILITIES
AND THE NEUTRINO FLUXES AT THE DETECTORS:

THE CASE OF NORMAL MASS HIERARCHY

In this section, we derive general expressions for the tr
sition probabilities using the level crossing scheme for
normal mass hierarchy as shown in Figs. 5a and 5c.~The
inverted hierarchy will be discussed separately in Sec. V!

A. Probabilities of conversion inside the star

As has been discussed in Sec. II F, the neutrino flu
arise from the central part of the star, in the region of h
density. Forr@rH ,rL , where all the mixings are highly
suppressed, the flavor states (ne ,nm8 ,nt8) coincide with the
eigenstates in the medium:

n3m5ne , n2m5nt8 , n1m5nm8 . ~46!

The original fluxes of neutrino eigenstates in the medi
equal

F1m
0 5Fx

0 , F2m
0 5Fx

0 , F3m
0 5Fe

0 . ~47!

Let us calculate the fluxes of the mass eigenstatesn i at the
surface of the star. These states, being the eigenstates o
Hamiltonian in vacuum, travel independently to the surfa
of the earth.

Taking into account that the dynamics of transitions in
two resonance layers are independent~see Sec. II D!, the
fluxes of neutrino mass eigenstates at the surface of the
can be written down directly by tracing the path of the ne
trinos in the level crossing diagram. We find the modific
tions of fluxes in terms of the flip probabilitiesPH , PL , P̄H

and P̄L introduced in Sec. II E.
Let us first calculate the flux ofn1 at the surface of the

star. There are three independent contributions to this fl
from the initial ne , nm8 andnt8 fluxes. The probability that
the original statene ~which coincides withn3m in the pro-
duction region! arrives at the surface of the star asn1 is
PHPL , since the state has to flip to the other matter eig
state at both the resonances. The contribution to the finan1

flux from the originalne flux is thenPHPLFe
0 . Similarly, the

contributions from the originalnm8 and nt8 equal (1
2PL)Fx

0 andPL(12PH)Fx
0 respectively. The totaln1 flux at

the surface of the star equals the sum of the three contr
tions:

F15PHPLFe
01~12PHPL!Fx

0 . ~48!

Similarly, the fluxes of neutrino mass eigenstatesn2 andn3
arriving at the surface of the star are

F25~PH2PHPL!Fe
01~12PH1PHPL!Fx

0 ,
~49!

F35~12PH!Fe
01PHFx

0 .

Because of the divergence of the wave packets, any
herence between the mass eigenstates is lost on the w
the Earth. Indeed, over a distanceL, the two wave packets
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corresponding to two mass eigenstates with a givenDm2 and
having an energyE separate from each other by a distanc

DL5
Dm2

2E2
L. ~50!

Even for the smallestDm2;10210 eV2, for E;10 MeV and
L;10 kpc;1022 cm, we getDL;1022 cm. The lengths of
the individual wave packets ares&1/T;10211 cm ~whereT
is the temperarture of the production region! is much
smaller.

The spread of the wave packets implies that the neutri
arrive at the surface of the earth as incoherent fluxes of
mass eigenstates. Up to a geometrical factor of 1/L2, they
coincide with the fluxes given in Eqs.~48!,~49!. We can
rewrite them as

Fi5aiFe
01~12ai !Fx

0 , ~51!

with

a15PHPL , a25PH~12PL!, a3512PH . ~52!

The factor of 1/L2 is implicit in the fluxes at the Earth.
Using Eq.~51!, we find the net flux of electron neutrino

at the Earth:

Fe5(
i

uUeiu2Fi5Fe
0(

i
uUeiu2ai1Fx

0S 12(
i

uUeiu2ai D ,

~53!

where we have taken into account the unitarity condit
(uUeiu251. The final electron neutrino flux reaching th
Earth can thus be written as

Fe5pFe
01~12p!Fx

0 , ~54!

where

p[(
i

uUeiu2ai

5uUe1u2PHPL1uUe2u2~PH2PHPL!1uUe3u2~12PH!.

~55!

According to Eq.~54!, p may be interpreted as the total su
vival probability of electron neutrinos.

The original total flux of the neutrinosne ,nm ,nt is Fe
0

12Fx
0 . Using the conservation of flux, we find the combin

flux of nm andnt at the Earth (Fm1Ft) as

Fm1Ft5~12p!Fe
01~11p!Fx

0 . ~56!

Note that the final fluxes of the flavor states at the Ea
Eqs. ~54!,~56!, can be written in terms of only the surviva
probabilityp. This is a consequence of two facts:~1! at each
transition, one of the neutrinos is decoupled so that the t
reduces to 2n mixing, and~2! the original fluxes ofnm8 and
nt8 are equal.
7-9
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B. Conversion probabilities for antineutrinos

Let us consider the antineutrino transitions. In the h
matter density region (r@rH ,rL), the antineutrino flavor
eigenstates coincide with the eigenstates in the medium
~see Figs. 5a, 5c!:

n̄1m5 n̄e , n̄2m5 n̄m8 , n̄3m5 n̄t8 , ~57!

so that the original fluxes of antineutrino eigenstates in
medium equal

F̄1m
0 5Fē

0 , F̄2m
0 5Fx

0 , F̄3m
0 5Fx

0 . ~58!

The small mixing angleue3 is further suppressed in the me
dium, so then̄e↔ n̄3 transitions are negligible. The sta
n̄3m , being far from the level crossings, propagates adiab
cally: n̄t8→ n̄3. Depending on the parameters of the soluti
for the solar neutrino problem, the propagation of the ot
two states may be adiabatic or non-adiabatic@19#. From con-
siderations similar to those in the neutrino channel, we g

Fē5 p̄Fē
0
1~12 p̄!Fx

0 , ~59!

wherep̄, the survival probability ofn̄e , equals

p̄5uUe1u2~12 P̄L!1uUe2u2P̄L . ~60!

In the case of completely adiabatic propagation,P̄L50 and

p̄5uUe1u2. ~61!

Let F m̄1F t̄ be the combined flux ofn̄m andn̄t . From Eq.
~59! and the conservation of flux, we get the combined fl
of non-electron antineutrinos:

F m̄1F t̄5~12 p̄!Fē
0
1~11 p̄!Fx

0 . ~62!

From Eqs.~56! and~62!, the total flux of the non-electron
neutrinos~including antineutrinos! is

4Fx5Fm1Ft1F m̄1F t̄

5~12p!Fe
01~21p1 p̄!Fx

01~12 p̄!Fē
0 . ~63!

Summarizing, Eqs.~54!,~59!,~63! can be written in the
compact notation

S Fe

Fē

4Fx

D 5S p 0 12p

0 p̄ 12 p̄

12p 12 p̄ 21p1 p̄
D S Fe

0

Fē
0

Fx
0
D . ~64!

The above general expression holds for both the normal
inverted mass hierarchies. The survival probabilitiesp and p̄
for the normal hierarchy are given in Eqs.~55! and ~60!
respectively. These probabilities depend on the specific
rameters of the masses and mixing scheme.
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C. Earth matter effects on thene spectrum

The neutrino trajectory inside the Earth before reach
the detector depends on the direction of the supernova r
tive to the Earth and the time of the day. The comparison
signals from different detectors would allow one to reve
the Earth matter effects. Also certain features of the ene
spectra can reveal the Earth matter effect even from the
servations in one detector.

The mass eigenstates arriving at the surface of the E
oscillate in the Earth matter. LetPie be the probability that a
mass eigenstaten i entering the earth reaches the detector a
ne . The flux ofne at the detector is

Fe
D5(

i
PieFi . ~65!

InsertingFi from Eq. ~51!, we get

Fe
D5Fe

0( ai Pie1Fx
0S 12(

i
ai PieD , ~66!

whereai ’s are as defined in Eq.~52!, and we have used th
unitarity condition( i Pie51. Thus, thene flux at the detec-
tor can be written as

Fe
D5pDFe

01~12pD!Fx
0 , ~67!

with

pD5(
i

ai Pie . ~68!

ComparingFe
D , Eq. ~67!, with Fe , Eq. ~54!, we find that the

difference in thene fluxes at the detector due to the prop
gation in the Earth equals

Fe
D2Fe5~pD2p!~Fe

02Fx
0!, ~69!

wherep is given in Eq.~55!. The Earth matter effect can b
quantified by the difference of probabililty (pD2p):

pD2p5(
i

ai~Pie2uUeiu2!. ~70!

Using definitions in Eqs.~52! and ( i Pie51, we can write,
explicitly,

pD2p5PH~P2e2uUe2u2!~122PL!

1~P3e2uUe3u2!~12PH2PHPL!. ~71!

The second term in Eq.~71! can be neglected. Indeed, insid
the Earth,n3 oscillates with a very small depth:

P3e2uUe3u2&S 2EVEarth

Dmatm
2 D sin22ue3 , ~72!

whereVEarth is the effective potential ofne in the Earth. For
neutrino energies of 5–50 MeV, we have 2EVEarth /Dmatm

2

&1022. Moreover, sin22ue3<0.1, so that
7-10
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P3e2uUe3u2<1023. ~73!

Finally, we can write

pD2p'PH~P2e2uUe2u2!~122PL!. ~74!

In general, when the signals from two detectorsD1 andD2
are compared, we get the difference of fluxes

Fe
D12Fe

D2'PH~122PL!~P2e
(1)2P2e

(2)!~Fe
02Fx

0!, ~75!

whereP2e
(1) andP2e

(2) are thene↔n2 oscillation probabilities
for the detectorsD1 andD2 correspondingly.

According to Eq.~75! the Earth matter effect is factor
ized: it is proportional to the difference in the originalne and
nx fluxes, the conversion factorPH(122PL) inside the star,
and the difference of Earth oscillation probabilitiesP2e at the
two detectors. Let us consider these factors separately.

~1! Fe
02Fx

0 : Since thene spectrum is softer than thenx

spectrum, and the luminosities of both the spectra are sim
in magnitude@49#, the term (Fe

02Fx
0) is positive at low en-

ergies and becomes negative at higher energies where thnx
flux overwhelms thene flux. Therefore, the Earth effect ha
a different sign for low and high energies, and there exis
critical energyEc such thatFe

0(Ec)5Fx
0(Ec), where this

change of sign takes place. Since the cross section of
neutrino interactions increases with energy, the Earth ef
is expected to be more significant at higher energies~if all
the other factors are only weakly sensitive to the neutr
energy!.

~2! PH(122PL): This factor characterizes the neutrin
conversions inside the star.PH can be looked upon as
suppression factor due to the conversions at the higher r
nance. Indeed, in the limit ofPH→1, Eq.~74! reduces to the
expression for the earth effects in the case of two neut
mixing:

@pD2p#2n5~P2e2uUe2u2!~122PL! ~76!

which is equivalent to the one used in literature@50# in the
context of day-night effect for solar neutrinos. Therefore E
~74! can be looked upon as the Earth matter effect due to
two neutrino mixing~76! suppressed by a factor ofPH . The
mixing of the third neutrino thus plays a major role, maki
the expected Earth effects in the case of supernova neut
smaller than those expected in the case of solar neutrino
the same mixing scheme and in the same energy range. I
H resonance is completely adiabatic, the Earth effect v
ishes: all thene produced are converted ton3 in the star, and
the Earth matter effect onn3 is negligibly small@as we have
established through Eq.~72!#.

~3! P2e
(1)2P2e

(2) : If the neutrino trajectory crosses only th
mantle of the Earth, one can use a constant density app
mation which gives

P2e
(1)2P2e

(2)'sin 2ue2
m sin~2ue2

m 22ue2!

3Fsin2S pd1

l m
D2sin2S pd2

l m
D G . ~77!
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Hereue2
m and l m are the mixing angle and oscillation leng

inside the Earth respectively, anddi is the distance traveled
by the neutrinos inside the Earth before reaching the dete
Di . The first two terms on the right hand side of Eq.~77! are
positive for the scenarios with the SMA and LMA solution
so that the sign of (P2e

(1)2P2e
(2)) is the same as the sign of th

term inside the square brackets in Eq.~77!. For the scenario
with the VO solution, the Earth matter effects are negligib
for Dm2;10210 eV2, the mixing in the Earth matter is
highly suppressed, so that sin2ue2

m in Eq. ~77! is very small.
If neutrinos cross both the mantle and the core, the pa

metric enhancement of oscillations may occur, which lea
to the appearance of parametric peaks apart from the p
due to the MSW resonances in the core and the mantle@51#.
Correspondingly the factor (P2e

(1)2P2e
(2)) will be a more com-

plicated function of the neutrino energy.
To summarize, the Earth matter effects on thene spec-

trum can be significant only for the scenarios with the SM
or LMA or LOW solutions. Moreover, theH resonance
needs to be non-adiabatic in the case of normal mass hie
chy.

D. Earth matter effects on the n̄e spectrum

The oscillation effects are determined by the surviv
probability of the electron antineutrinos,p̄D, at the detector.
Considerations similar to those for Eq.~60! lead to

p̄D5 P̄1e~12 P̄L!1 P̄2eP̄L . ~78!

Then from Eqs.~59!, ~60! and ~78!, we obtain

Fē
D

2Fē5~ P̄1e2uUe1u2!~122P̄L!~Fē
0
2Fx

0!, ~79!

where we have neglected the oscillations ofn̄3 inside the
Earth. Generalizing the result in Eq.~79!, we find the differ-
ence in the fluxes at two detectorsD1 andD2:

Fē
D1

2Fē
D2

'~ P̄1e
(1)2 P̄1e

(2)!~122P̄L!~Fē
0
2Fx

0!. ~80!

The Earth matter effects for the antineutrinos are thus a
factorized: they are proportional to the difference in t
original ne andnx fluxes, the factor of (122P̄L) which de-
pends on the conversions inside the star, and the differe
( P̄1e

(1)2 P̄1e
(2)) between the oscillation probabilities inside th

Earth for the neutrinos reaching the two detectors. Note
due to the absence of theH resonance in the antineutrin
channel, there is no suppression factor similar toPH , Eq.
~75!, in the neutrino case.

The factor (Fē
0
2Fx

0) is positive at low energies and neg
tive at high energies. The matter effects then change sig
an energyĒc where Fē

0(Ēc)5Fx
0(Ēc). Since the neutrino

cross section increases with energy, the observed effe
expected to be larger at higher energies~if all the other fac-
tors are only weakly sensitive to the antineutrino energy!.

In the approximation of a constant density, the factor d
pending on the oscillation probabilities inside the Earth is
7-11
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P̄1e
(1)2 P̄1e

(2)'2sin2ūe2
m sin~2ūe2

m 22ue2!

3Fsin2S pd1

l m
D2sin2S pd2

l m
D G , ~81!

where ūe2
m is the mixing angle inside the Earth for the a

tineutrinos. For the antineutrino channelūe2
m ,ue2!1 for the

SMA solution andūe2
m is strongly suppressed by matter in th

VO case. Therefore the Earth matter effects on then̄e spec-
trum can be significant only for the scenario with the LM
~as well as LOW! solution. In this scenario, sin2ūe2

m.0 and

sin(2ūe2
m22ue2),0, so that according to Eq.~81!, the sign of

( P̄1e
(1)2 P̄1e

(2)) is the same as the sign of the oscillation te
inside the square brackets in Eq.~81!.

To summarize, in the case of normal mass hierarchy,
Earth matter effects on then̄e spectrum are significant onl
for the scenario with the LMA solution. The effects are pra
tically unaffected by the mixing ofn̄3 and change sign at a
energyĒc such thatFē

0(Ēc)5Fx
0(Ēc).

IV. EFFECTS OF NEUTRINO CONVERSION FOR THE
MASS SPECTRA WITH NORMAL HIERARCHY

In this section, we shall consider the neutrino convers
effects for specific 3n schemes with the normal mass hiera
chy. The general expressions for the transition probabili
and the neutrino fluxes at the detectors are given in Sec
where they are expressed in terms of the total survival pr
abilitiesp andp̄ of electron neutrinos and electron antineut
nos respectively. The values ofp andp̄ need to be calculated
separately for each specific scheme. Notice that, give
scheme, the least known parameter isuUe3u2. We shall con-
sider the effects of neutrino conversion in the three poss
regions ofuUe3u2: these correspond to regions I, II and III a
described in Sec. II~see also Figs. 2 and 3.!

In Table I, we tabulate the values ofp and p̄ for all the
cases under discussion. In Table II, we summarize the in
mation regarding~i! the channels in which the neutronizatio
peak appears: ‘‘'nx’’ means an almost complete disappea
ance of the peak from thene channel—this corresponds to
suppression by a factor ofuUe3u2<0.03, ~ii ! the qualitative
nature of the finalne and n̄e spectra: ‘‘soft’’ implies the
original ne or n̄e spectrum, ‘‘hard’’ denotes the originalnx
spectrum, and ‘‘composite’’ signifies a mixture of both th
soft and hard components,~iii ! the Earth matter effects:A
denotes the possibility of significant Earth effects, ‘‘'0’’
implies that Earth matter effects are practically absent.

A. Scheme with the SMA solution

The mass and flavor spectrum of the scheme is show
Fig. 6. The non-electron neutrinosnm andnt mix strongly in
the mass eigenstatesn2 andn3. The electron flavor is weakly
mixed: it is mainly inn1 with small admixtures in the heav
states. The solar neutrino data are explained via the s
mixing angle MSW solution, with the parameters as given
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Eq. ~3!. The level crossing scheme is shown in Fig. 5a. Bo
the resonances are in the neutrino channel.

In this scheme,

uUe1u2'1, uUe2u2'
1

4
sin22u(;1023. ~82!

Let us first consider the antineutrino channels. There is
resonance here, and the mixing in matter is suppressed.
consequence, the adiabaticity condition is fulfilled in theL

layer and P̄L'0. Then according to the level crossin
scheme~Fig. 5a!, the following transitions occur inside th
star:

n̄e→ n̄1 , n̄m8→ n̄2 , n̄t8→ n̄3 .

Using uUe2u2!1 and P̄L'0, we get from Eq.~60! the sur-
vival probability for n̄e :

p̄'uUe1u2~12 P̄L!'1. ~83!

Let us now consider the neutrino channels. The value
thene survival probabilityp depends on the region in whic
the oscillation parameters of theH resonance lie.

Region I. Since theH resonance is adiabatic, the lev
crossing scheme~Fig. 5a! leads to the following transitions

ne→n3 , nm8→n1 ,n2 , nt8→n1 ,n2 .

At PH'0, the Eq.~55! gives

p'uUe3u2<0.03. ~84!

TABLE I. The values of the survival probabilitiesp and p̄ for
various scenarios.@x,y# indicates that the value of the surviva
probability lies betweenx andy.

p p̄

I SMA Normal uUe3u2 1
Inverted PL uUe3u2

LMA Normal uUe3u2 cos2u(

Inverted sin2u( uUe3u2

VO Normal uUe3u2 @sin2u( ,cos2u(#

Inverted @sin2u( ,cos2u(# uUe3u2

II SMA Normal @ uUe3u2,PL# 1
Inverted PL P̄H

LMA Normal sin2u(PH cos2u(

Inverted sin2u( cos2u(P̄H

VO Normal @ uUe3u2,cos2u(# @sin2u( ,cos2u(#

Inverted @sin2u( ,cos2u(# @sin2u(P̄H ,cos2u(P̄H#

III SMA Normal PL 1
Inverted PL 1

LMA Normal sin2u( cos2u(

Inverted sin2u( cos2u(

VO Normal @sin2u( ,cos2u(# @sin2u( ,cos2u(#

Inverted @sin2u( ,cos2u(# @sin2u( ,cos2u(#
7-12
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TABLE II. The observable effects of various scenarios for~i! the neutronization peak,~ii ! the nature of

final ne andn̄e spectra, and~iii ! the Earth matter effects. The interpretation of the entries in the table is g
in the beginning of Sec. IV.

Neutronization Spectrum Earth effects
peak ne n̄e

ne n̄e

I SMA Normal 'nx Hard Soft '0 '0
Inverted ne , nx Composite Hard A '0

LMA Normal 'nx Hard Composite '0 A

Inverted ne , nx Composite Hard A '0
VO Normal 'nx Hard Composite '0 '0

Inverted ne , nx Composite Hard '0 '0
II SMA Normal ne , nx Composite Soft A '0

Inverted ne , nx Composite Composite A '0
LMA Normal ne , nx Composite Composite A A

Inverted ne , nx Composite Composite A A

VO Normal ne , nx Composite Composite '0 '0
Inverted ne , nx Composite Composite '0 '0

III SMA Normal ne , nx Composite Soft A '0
Inverted ne , nx Composite Soft A '0

LMA Normal ne , nx Composite Composite A A

Inverted ne , nx Composite Composite A A

VO Normal ne , nx Composite Composite '0 '0
Inverted ne , nx Composite Composite '0 '0
t
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The flavor transitions are then complete, and independen
the adiabaticity at theL resonance.

The final neutrino~and antineutrino! fluxes are

Fe'Fx
0 , Fē'Fē

0 , 4Fx'Fe
013Fx

0 . ~85!

Note thatne has the hard spectrumFx
0 , while the n̄e spec-

trum is unchanged, therefore^Ene
&.^En̄e

&, which is a clear
signal of mixing.

FIG. 6. Neutrino mass and mixing pattern for the scheme w
the small mixing angle MSW solution of the solar neutrino pro
lem. The boxes correspond to the mass eigenstates. The siz
different regions in the boxes show admixtures of different flavo
Weakly hatched regions correspond to the electron flavor, stro
hatched regions depict the muon flavor, black regions represen
tau flavor.
03300
of The Earth matter effects on thene spectrum~75! are sup-
pressed by the factor ofPH'0. Also, since the mixing in the
antineutrino channel is suppressed in matter, the Earth m
effects on then̄e spectrum are negligible. As a result, on
expects practically the same neutrino~and antineutrino! sig-
nal in all detectors.

Region II. Neutrinos jump partially between the third an
the second levels inH region, so that the following transi
tions occur:

ne→n1 ,n2 ,n3 , nm8→n1 ,n2 , nt8→n1 ,n2 ,n3 .

Thene survival probabilityp is given by the general formula
~55!. The value ofPH , and hence the survival probabilityp,
depends on the neutrino energy, although this dependen
relatively weak, as demonstrated in Figs. 2 and 3. Then̄e
spectrum is unchanged while the finalne andnx spectra are
composite.

The Earth matter effects can be observed in thene spec-
trum, their magnitude being proportional toPH , Eq. ~75!.
For n̄e spectrum the effect is negligible.

Region III. No conversion occurs at theH resonance, so
that in the star

ne→n1 ,n2 , nm8→n1 ,n2 , nt8→n3 .

From Eqs.~55! and ~82! we get, usingPH'1,

p'uUe1u2PL1uUe2u2~12PL!'PL . ~86!

So we have an unchangedn̄e spectrum and compositene and
nx spectra.

h
-
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The Earth matter effects on thene spectrum in the SMA
scheme can be significant in regions II and III, where
factor of PH is of the order of unity. Indeed, in Eq.~77!, the
value of (P2e2uUe2u2) can be as large as 0.25 in the ener
range of 20–40 MeV, where the term (Fe

02Fx
0) is also sig-

nificant.
In Fig. 7, we show thene spectrum for different distance

travelled by the neutrinos through the Earth. As follows fro
Fig. 7, the net effect is&10% even with optimistic values o
PH , PL andue2.

B. Scheme with the LMA solution

The mass and flavor spectrum of the scheme is show
Fig. 8. The solar neutrino data are explained via thene
→n2 resonant conversion inside the Sun with a large vacu
mixing angle~4!. The level crossing scheme is shown in F
5c. It differs from the previous one by the mixing at theL
resonance. Since the vacuum mixing angleu( is large, there

FIG. 7. The Earth matter effects on thene spectrum forPH

51 and PL50 in the scheme with the SMA solution (Dm2

51025 eV2,sin22u(51022). The dotted, dashed and solid line
show the number ofne2N charged current events when the d
tance traveled by the neutrinos through the mantle of the Eart
d50 km, d56000 km, andd510000 km respectively.

FIG. 8. Neutrino mass and mixing pattern of the scheme w
the large mixing angle MSW solution for the solar neutrino pro
lem.
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is a significant n̄e↔ n̄2 conversion even though the an
tineutrinos do not encounter any resonances. The evolutio
adiabatic in the antineutrino channel in both theH and L
layers. The following transitions occur:

n̄e→ n̄1 , n̄m8→ n̄2 , n̄t8→ n̄3 .

Using P̄L'0, the n̄e survival probability~60! equals

p̄'uUe1u2'cos2u( . ~87!

Let us consider transitions in the neutrino channels. ThL
resonance is adiabatic~Fig. 4!, PL'0, and from Eq.~55!, we
get thene-survival probability

p'uUe2u2PH1uUe3u2~12PH!

'sin2u(PH1uUe3u2~12PH!. ~88!

Notice that, depending on the value ofPH , the ne-survival
probability takes the values between

uUe3u2<p<uUe2u2. ~89!

The fluxes at the earth are determined by Eq.~64!, with p

and p̄ given in Eqs.~88! and~87!. Their features depend o
the adiabaticity at theH resonance, which is decided by th
region in whichuUe3u2 lies.

Region I. The level crossing scheme~Fig. 5c! with adia-
batic transitions in theH resonance layer leads to the follow
ing transitions inside the star:

ne→n3 , nm8→n1 , nt8→n2 .

SincePH'0, we getp'uUe3u2, and the final spectra at th
Earth:

Fe'uUe3u2Fe
01~12uUe3u2!Fx

0'Fx
0 ,

Fē'cos2u(Fē
0
1sin2u(Fx

0 , ~90!

4Fx'Fe
01sin2u(Fē

0
1~21cos2u(!Fx

0 .

The n̄e spectrum is composite: this feature distinguishes
LMA scheme from the one with the SMA solution. Thene
spectrum is hard, sôEne

&.^En̄e
&, as was the case with th

SMA scheme with an adiabaticH resonance.
No Earth matter effects are expected in thene spectrum,

sincePH'0. At the same time, then̄e spectrum can show
significant Earth matter effects. This is an important sign
ture of this scenario.

Region II. The jump probability in theH resonance is
substantial and the following transitions occur:

ne→n2 ,n3 , nm8→n1 , nt8→n2 ,n3 .

The final spectra are determined by Eq.~64! with p given by
Eq. ~88!:

p'sin2u(PH .

is

h
-
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Depending onPH and sin2u('uUe2u2'0.2– 0.4, the probabil-
ity p can take values between 0.02 and 0.4.

The final spectra can be written as

Fe'sin2u(PHFe
01~12sin2u(PH!Fx

0 ,

Fē'cos2u(Fē
0
1sin2u(Fx

0 , ~91!

4Fx'~12sin2u(PH!Fe
01sin2u(Fē

0

1~32sin2u(1sin2u(PH!Fx
0 .

All the ne , n̄e andnx spectra are composite.
The Earth matter effects can be significant for both thene

and n̄e spectra. The effects on thene spectrum are sup
pressed moderately by a factor ofPH .

Region III. HerePH'1, so that according to Eq.~88!, p
'uUe2u2'0.2– 0.4. TheH resonance is inoperative, and th
following transitions occur:

ne→n2 , nm8→n1 , nt8→n3 .

Then we havep5sin2u( and p̄5cos2u( . All the three
spectra—ne , n̄e andnx—are composite.

SincePH'1, the Earth matter effects are expected to
significant for bothne and n̄e spectra.

Let us consider in some details the Earth matter effe
which can give important signatures of the LMA schem
For thene spectrum the effect can be significant in regions
and III. InsertingPL50 into Eq.~77!, we get

Fe
D2Fe'PH~P2e2uUe2u2!~Fe

02Fx
0!. ~92!

Using the constant density Earth approximation~77! we es-
timate that the factor (P2e2uUe2u2) can be as large as 0.3 i
the energy range of 20–50 MeV.

Similarly, for the antineutrinos, we get

Fē
D

2Fē'~ P̄1e2uUe1u2!~Fē
0
2Fx

0!. ~93!

In the antineutrino channel, the effect can be significant in
three regions ofUe3, since there is noPH suppression, and
again the factor (P̄1e2uUe1u2) can be as large as 0.3 fo
energies around 20–50 MeV.

In Fig. 9, we show thene and n̄e spectra for different
distances traveled by the neutrinos through the Earth.
sign of the Earth effect~92!,~93! is determined by the sign o
(Fe

02Fx
0) in the neutrino channel and (Fē

0
2Fx

0) in the an-
tineutrino channel. The effect changes sign atE5Ec (E
5Ēc) for the neutrinos~antineutrinos!, as described in Sec
III C ~Sec. III D!. SinceP2e>uUe2u2 and P̄1e>uUe1u2, Eqs.
~92! and ~93! imply that the Earth effect results in the e
hancement of neutrino~antineutrino! signal for E,Ec (E
,Ēc) and the depletion of the signal forE.Ec (E.Ēc).
Since the cross section of the neutrino detection interact
is larger at higher energies, a significant reduction in thene

( n̄e) flux is expected at energies greater thanEc (Ēc). It may
03300
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manifest itself as a dip in the final spectrum~see Fig. 9!, and
this spectral distortion can indicate the presence of sign
cant Earth matter effects, even with the spectrum observe
only one detector.

C. Scheme with the VO solution

The mass and flavor spectrum for the scheme is show
Fig. 10. The solar neutrino data are explained via the vacu
oscillations withDm2;10210 eV2 and a large mixing be-
tweenne and a combination ofnm andnt , Eq. ~5!.

The level crossing scheme is shown in Fig. 5c, where
resonanceL is close tor50. It may occur in the neutrino o
antineutrino channel. Depending on the details of the den
profile in the star at low densities, it lies either in the no
adiabatic region~so thatPL ,P̄L'1) or in the transition re-
gion.

Let us first consider the antineutrino channel. Accordi
to the level crossing scheme, we get the transitions

FIG. 9. The Earth matter effects on~a! the ne spectrum and~b!

the n̄e spectrum forPH51 in the scheme with the LMA solution
(Dm25231025 eV2,sin22u(50.9). The dotted, dashed and sol
lines show the spectra of the number ofn2N charged current
events when the distance travelled by the neutrinos through
earth isd50 km, d54000 km, andd56000 km respectively.

FIG. 10. Neutrino mass and mixing pattern of the scheme w
the vacuum oscillation solution for the solar neutrino data.
7-15
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n̄e→ n̄1 ,n̄2 , n̄m8→ n̄1 ,n̄2 , n̄t8→ n̄3 .

The final fluxes are given by Eq.~55! and forp̄ we get, from
Eq. ~60!,

p̄5cos2u(~12 P̄L!1sin2u(P̄L . ~94!

This implies that the value ofp̄ lies between cos2u( and
sin2u( , and then̄e spectrum is composite.

The fluxes in the neutrino channel depend on the regio
which the oscillation parameters of theH resonance lie.

Region I. TheH resonance is adiabatic, and the followin
transitions occur in the neutrino channel:

ne→n3 , nm8→n1 ,n2 , nt8→n1 ,n2 .

SincePH'0, from Eq.~55! we get

p'uUe3u2<0.03.

The ne then has the hard spectrum of the originalnx . The
observed features of the final fluxes are the same as tho
the scheme with the LMA solution and an adiabaticH reso-
nance~90!.

The Earth matter effects are small for both thene and n̄e

spectra, since the mixing angleūe2 is suppressed in the Eart
matter.

Region II. Jump probability in theH resonance is substan
tial, so that the transitions inside the star are

ne→n1 ,n2 ,n3 , nm8→n1 ,n2 , nt8→n1 ,n2 ,n3 .

From Eq.~55!, we can infer

uUe3u2<p<cos2u( , ~95!

where the lower bound corresponds toPH50, whereas the
upper bound is forPH5PL51. All the three spectra are the
composite.

The Earth matter effects are small for both thene and the
n̄e spectra.

Region III. Since theH resonance is completely non
adiabatic, the neutrino transitions take place inL resonance
region only:

ne→n1 ,n2 , nm8→n1 ,n2 , nt8→n3 .

From Eq.~55! we get, forPH'1,

p'uUe1u2PL1uUe2u2~12PL!

'cos2u(PL1sin2u(~12PL!. ~96!

Thus,

sin2u(<p<cos2u( , ~97!

and all the final spectra are composite.
The Earth matter effects are small for both thene and the

n̄e spectra.
03300
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Bi-maximal mixing scheme

An extreme case of the VO scenario is the bimaxim
mixing scheme@52#. The mass and flavor spectrum is
shown in Fig. 11. Herenm and nt mix maximally in nt8
5(nm1nt)/A2; in turn, the orthogonal combinationnm8
[(nm2nt)/A2 mixes maximally withne . In this scenario,
Ue350. The mass eigenstates are then

n15~ne2nm8!/A2, n25~ne1nm8!/A2, n35nt8 .

The following transitions take place:

ne→n1 ,n2 , nm8→n1 ,n2 , nt8→n3 ,

n̄e→ n̄1 ,n̄2 , n̄m8→ n̄1 ,n̄2 , n̄t8→ n̄3 .

The mass eigenstatesn1 andn2 ( n̄1 and n̄2) arriving at the
Earth are observed with equal probability as electron or n
electron neutrinos. The expected fluxes are then

Fe5~1/2!Fe
01~1/2!Fx

0 ,

Fē5~1/2!Fē
0
1~1/2!Fx

0 ~98!

4Fx5~1/2!Fe
013Fx

01~1/2!Fē
0 .

The ne and n̄e spectra are composite with the soft and ha
components in equal proportions. Then̄e spectrum has a
higher average energy than thene spectrum, but the high
energy tails of both the spectra are identical.

The Earth matter effects are small for bothne and n̄e

spectra due to the small value ofDm(
2 ;10210 eV2.

V. CONVERSION PROBABILITIES AND NEUTRINO
FLUXES WITH THE INVERTED MASS HIERARCHY

In the case of the inverted mass hierarchy~19!, the mass
eigenstatesn1 andn2 are heavy and degenerate, whereas
third staten3 is much lighter:m1'm2@m3 ~see e.g. Fig. 12
for the scenario with the SMA solution!.

FIG. 11. The neutrino mass and mixing pattern of the
maximal mixing scheme.
7-16
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IDENTIFYING THE NEUTRINO MASS SPECTRUM FROM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D62 033007
As shown in Figs. 5b and 5d, theH resonance is in the
antineutrino channel, whereas theL resonance lies in the
neutrino channel for the SMA and LMA solutions. In th
case of the VO solution, theL resonance can be in either th
neutrino or the antineutrino channel.

Like in the case of the normal mass hierarchy, the flu
at the Earth can be written in terms of the survival probab
ties p and p̄ of ne and n̄e respectively, as given in Eq.~64!.
Let us find the expressions for the survival probabilitiesp

and p̄.
As follows from the level crossing scheme~Figs. 5a and

5d!, the matter eigenstates in the high density regionr
@rH ,rL) are

n1m5nm8 , n2m5ne , n3m5nt8 , ~99!

n̄1m5 n̄t8 , n̄2m5 n̄m8 , n̄3m5 n̄e . ~100!

The statene , which coincides withn2m in the production
region, crosses theH-resonance layer adiabatically~since the
resonance is in the antineutrino channel and the mixing
the neutrino channel is small!, and reaches theL layer as
n2m . It reaches the surface of the Earth asn1 with the prob-
ability PL and asn2 with the probability (12PL). Then

p5uUe1u2PL1uUe2u2~12PL!. ~101!

The staten̄e , which coincides withn̄3m in the production
region, flips ton̄1m in the resonance regionH with the prob-
ability P̄L . Depending on the parameters of the solar n
trino solution, the propagation of the antineutrinos in t
L-resonance region~i.e. nearr50) may or may not be adia
batic which is described byP̄L . Computing the probabilities
of transitions ofn̄e to n̄1 ,n̄2 ,n̄3 and performing projection o
the result back onton̄e back we get@similarly to Eq.~55!# the
survival probabilityp̄ for the n̄e :

FIG. 12. The neutrino mass and mixing pattern for the scen
with inverted mass hierarchy and the SMA solution for the so
neutrino problem.
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p̄5uUe1u2P̄H~12 P̄L!1uUe2u2P̄HP̄L1uUe3u2~12 P̄H!.
~102!

@Here we have also averaged out the interference effects
tween the mass eigenstates, so that the three terms in
~102! correspond to the three mass eigenstates.#

Let us consider the Earth matter effects on thene and n̄e
spectra for the inverted mass hierarchy. Since there is nH
resonance in the neutrino channel, the Earth effects for
inverted hierarchy are the same as those described for
normal mass hierarchy~see Sec. III C! with PH51:

Fe
D12Fe

D2'~P2e
(1)2P2e

(2)!~122PL!~Fe
02Fx

0!. ~103!

The matter effects are significant for the scheme with
LMA solution. The suppression factor ofPH @which was
present for the normal mass hierarchy—see Eq.~75!# is now
absent, so the Earth matter effects can be larger than in
case of the normal mass hierarchy~see Fig. 9a!.

The Earth matter effects on the antineutrino spectra
be calculated as follows. Using the same arguments as
Eq. ~102!, we find the survival probability ofn̄e at the detec-
tor:

p̄D5 P̄1eP̄H~12 P̄L!1 P̄2eP̄HP̄L1 P̄3e~12 P̄H!.
~104!

Then Eqs.~102! and ~104! give

p̄D2 p̄5~ P̄1e2uUe1u2!~122P̄L!P̄H

1~ P̄3e2uUe3u2!~12 P̄H2 P̄HP̄L!, ~105!

where we have used( P̄ie51. Sincen̄3 oscillates inside the
Earth with a very small depth@inequality ~73! is valid with
P3e replaced byP̄3e#, the second term in Eq.~105! can be
neglected. Therefore, finally we get

Fē
D1

2Fē
D2

' P̄H~ P̄1e
(1)2 P̄1e

(2)!~122P̄L!~Fē
0
2Fx

0!.
~106!

The Earth matter effects on then̄e spectrum for the in-
verted hierarchy are then the same as those described fo
normal hierarchy in Sec. III C, but further suppressed b
factor of P̄H . Significant effects can be observed only wi
the LMA scenario and when theH resonance is non
adiabatic.

The Earth matter effects on bothne and n̄e spectra are
factorized, as in the case of the normal mass hierarchy. T
are proportional to~i! the difference in originalne ( n̄e) and
nx fluxes, ~ii ! a factor which determines the conversion i
side the star, and~iii ! the difference of the oscillation prob
abilities inside the Earth.

Notice that the expressions for the Earth matter effects
the inverted mass hierarchy case, Eqs.~103!,~106!, have the
same form as the expressions in the normal hierarchy c
Eqs.~75!,~80!, with the substitutionn↔ n̄,PH↔ P̄H .

io
r
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Let us now calculate the values of the survival probab
tiesp and p̄ for the three scenarios with the SMA, LMA an
VO solutions for the solar neutrino problem respective
Within each scenario, the final spectra would depend on
adiabaticity of antineutrino conversions in theH resonance
layer, i.e. on the value ofuUe3u2.

We shall consider the effects of neutrino conversions
three possible regions ofuUe3u2: regions I, II and III as de-
scribed in Sec. II E. WhenuUe3u2 lies in region III, i.e. when
theH resonance is inoperative, the resulting final spectra
a given solar neutrino solution are the same as those obta
in Secs. IV A, IV B and IV C for the normal mass hierarch
with the same mixing parameters. Therefore, we need to c
sider only the cases whenuUe3u2 lies in region I or II.

A. Scheme with the SMA solution

The characteristics of thene spectrum are independent o
the conversions at theH resonance layer@see Eq.~101!#. The
L resonance is in the transition region so that partial jum
from one level to another occur. As a consequence, from
level crossing scheme~Fig. 5b!, we get the following transi-
tions:

ne→n1 ,n2 , nm8→n1 ,n2 , nt8→n3 .

Neglecting terms proportional to the smalluUe2u2 in Eq.
~101!, we get

p'PL .

The ne spectrum is thus composite.
Let us now examine the finaln̄e spectrum. Since theL

resonance is in the neutrino channel, the antineutrino tra
tions in theL resonance layer are adiabatic, so thatP̄L'0.
The characteristics of the finaln̄e spectrum depend on th
region in which the value ofuUe3u2 lies.

Region I. The following transitions take place inside th
star:

n̄e→ n̄3 , n̄m8→ n̄2 , n̄t8→ n̄1 .

For PH'0, Eq. ~102! gives

p̄'uUe3u2,0.03.

The final n̄e spectrum is then almost completely the origin
hard spectrum ofnx :

Fē'Fx
0 .

The n̄e spectrum is practically the same as the original h
spectrum ofnx , whereas the finalne andnx spectra are com
posite.

The Earth matter effects on thene spectrum~103! are
small, &10% ~see Sec. IV A!, but still may be observable
The Earth matter effects on then̄e spectrum~106! are negli-
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gible. They are suppressed by the factor ofP̄H'0 and fur-
ther by the small mixing of the antineutrinos in the ea
matter.

Region II. Taking into account jumps of states atH reso-
nance we get the following transitions:

n̄e→ n̄1 ,n̄3 , n̄m8→ n̄2 , n̄t8→ n̄1 ,n̄3 .

InsertingP̄L'0 in Eq. ~102!, we find

p̄' P̄Hcos2u(' P̄H .

All the three spectra are then composite.
The Earth matter effects~103! are small,&10% ~see Sec.

IV A ! for ne and negligible for then̄e .

B. Scheme with the LMA solution

The neutrino transitions at theL resonance are adiabatic
so that the following transitions take place according to
level crossing scheme~Fig. 5d!:

ne→n2 , nm8→n1 , nt8→n3 .

InsertingPL'0 in Eq. ~101!, we get

p'uUe2u2'sin2u(;0.2– 0.4,

and consequently, thene spectrum is composite:

Fe'sin2u(Fe
01cos2u(Fx

0 .

Let us examine the finaln̄e spectrum. The antineutrino
transitions in theL resonance region are also adiabatic,
that P̄L'0. Conversions in theH resonance region, an
therefore the characteristics of the finaln̄e spectrum depend
on uUe3u2.

Region I. Here theH resonance is adiabatic and we get t
following transitions:

n̄e→ n̄3 , n̄m8→ n̄2 , n̄t8→ n̄1 .

SincePH'0, Eq. ~102! gives

p̄'uUe3u2,0.03,

and consequently, then̄e spectrum is then almost complete
the original hard spectrum ofnx :

Fē'Fx
0 .

The features of the final spectra are the same as those o
scheme with the inverted mass hierarchy and SMA solut
~with uUe3u2 in region I!.

The Earth matter effects on thene spectrum~103! can be
significant, as can be seen from Fig. 9a. In contrast, the E
effects on then̄e spectrum~106! are negligible: they are
suppressed by the factor ofP̄H'0 and by the small mixing
of the antineutrinos in the Earth matter.
7-18
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IDENTIFYING THE NEUTRINO MASS SPECTRUM FROM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D62 033007
Region II. The transitions in theH resonance layer ar
incomplete and therefore according to the level cross
scheme we have

n̄e→ n̄1 ,n̄3 , n̄m8→ n̄2 , n̄t8→ n̄1 ,n̄3 .

InsertingP̄L'0 in Eq. ~102!, we get

p̄' P̄HuUe1u25 P̄Hcos2u( .

The features of the final spectra are the same as those o
scheme with the inverted mass hierarchy and SMA solu
~with uUe3u2 in region II!.

The Earth matter effects can be significant both in thene ,
Eq. ~103!, and in then̄e , Eq. ~106!, channels~see Fig. 9!.

C. Scheme with the VO solution

The conversions in theH resonance layer does not influ
ence ne flux. In the L resonance layer the adiabaticity
moderately broken:PLÞ0. From the level crossing schem
~Fig. 5d!, the transitions taking place inside the star are

ne→n1 ,n2 , nm8→n1 ,n2 , nt8→n3 .

From Eq.~101!, we get

sin2u(,p,cos2u( ,

and since sin2u(.0.3, we getp50.320.7. Thene spectrum
is thus composite.

Let us now examine the finaln̄e spectrum.
Region I. Because of adiabaticity in theH resonance

layer, the following transitions take place:

n̄e→ n̄3 , n̄m8→ n̄1 ,n̄2 , n̄t8→ n̄1 ,n̄2 .

HerePH'0, and from Eq.~102! we get

p̄'uUe3u2,0.03.

The n̄e spectrum is then almost completely the original ha
spectrum ofnx :

Fē'Fx
0 .

The features of the final spectra are similar to those of
scheme with the inverted mass hierarchy and SMA solu
~with uUe3u2 in region I!: the ne spectrum is composite
whereas then̄e spectrum is purely hard.

The earth matter effects on bothne and n̄e spectra are
negligible.

Region II. The adiabaticity is moderately broken both
the H and in theL resonance layers and the transitions p
ceed as

n̄e→ n̄1 ,n̄2 ,n̄3 , n̄m8→ n̄1 ,n̄2 , n̄t8→ n̄1 ,n̄2 ,n̄3 .

Correspondingly Eq.~102! gives

p̄' P̄H@cos2u(~12 P̄L!1sin2u(P̄L#.
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The features of the final spectra are the same as those o
scheme with the inverted mass hierarchy and SMA solut
~with uUe3u2 in region II!.

The Earth matter effects on bothne and n̄e spectra are
negligible.

Let us summarize the results. Some salient features of
final spectra with the inverted mass hierarchy are the follo
ing:

~i! The neutronization peak contains bothne and nx
fluxes, in all the scenarios.

~ii ! The final ne spectrum is composite in all scenario
The characteristics of this spectrum are independ
of the oscillation parameters in theH resonance re-
gion.

~iii ! The finalnx spectrum is composite in all scenarios
~iv! When the value ofuUe3u2 lies in region I, the finaln̄e

spectrum is almost the original hard spectrum ofnx .
For uUe3u2 in regions II and III then̄e spectrum is
composite.

~v! The Earth matter effects on thene spectrum can be
significant for the scheme with the LMA solution
marginally observable for the scheme with the SM
solution and negligible for the VO solution.

~vi! The Earth matter effects on then̄e spectrum can be
significant only for the scheme with the LMA solu
tion, and when the antineutrino transitions at theH
resonance are not adiabatic. In all the other scenar
the earth matter effects onn̄e spectrum are negligible

~vii ! When the value ofuUe3u2 lies in region III, the final
spectra~including the Earth matter effects on them!
are indistinguishable from those obtained with t
scheme having the same oscillation parameters
the normal mass hierarchy.

VI. SIGNALS OF MIXING AND SIGNATURES
OF MIXING SCHEMES

The future detection of a supernova neutrino burst by
underground neutrino detectors has been discussed in@53–
56#. For a typical supernova at 10 kpc, about 5000n̄e events
are expected to be detected at SK and a few hundred ev
each in SNO@57#, LVD @58# and MACRO@59#. These de-
tectors can reconstruct the energy of the outgoing char
lepton from then̄e-p charged current interactions. SK an
SNO can also observe the direction of the charged lepton
addition, SNO can detectne and reconstruct its energ
through thene-d charged current interaction inside theD2O.
The feasibility of measuring the absolute values of the n
trino masses through the time-of-flight delays has been s
ied in @13,60–62#. Here, we concentrate on the features
the final neutrino spectra that are relevant for identificat
of the neutrino mass and flavor spectrum and elaborate
the effects that can be observed in the earth detectors.

A. Neutronization peak

The neutronization peak can be identified as the burs
the neutrino signal during the first few milliseconds. If the
7-19
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AMOL S. DIGHE AND ALEXEI YU. SMIRNOV PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 033007
is no neutrino mixing, the neutrinos will be predominan
ne . Let the expected ratio of the number of charged curr
~CC! events to the number of neutral current~NC! events
during the burst be

R0
B[

NCC

NNC
.

If neutrino conversions transform somene into nx , the num-
ber of charged current events decreases while the numb
neutral current events remains unchanged. Then, the
served value of this ratio isRB,R0

B .
When the value ofuUe3u2 lies in the region I in the case o

the normal mass hierarchy~so that the neutrino transitions i
the H resonance layer are adiabatic!, the ne flux, and hence
the number of charged current events, gets suppressed
factor of 'uUe3u2 ~see Secs. IV A, IV B, IV C!:

RB

R0
B

'uUe3u2<0.03. ~107!

The observation ofRB.0.03 R0
B would then point agains

uUe3u2 in region I for the normal mass hierarchy. Accordin
to Eq. ~40!, this will allow us to put an upper bound on th
mixing parameteruUe3u2:

uUe3u2&331024. ~108!

B. ŠE‹ inequalities and high energy ‘‘tails’’

In the absence of mixing, one should observe^Ene
&

,^En̄e
&. The inversion of this inequality, i.e.^Ene

&.^En̄e
&,

is the signature of then conversion. It implies that the con
tribution of the converted original hardnx spectrum to the
final ne flux is significantly larger than its contribution to th
final n̄e flux.

In the case of the normal mass hierarchy, the inver
inequality for ^E& will be observed when the transitions
the H resonance layer are adiabatic. The observation of
normal inequalitŷ Ene

&,^En̄e
& can exclude this scenario.

In the case of inverted mass hierarchy, the adiabatic t
sitions in theH resonance layer preserve the original
equalities for^E&: ^Ene

&,^En̄e
&. Therefore, an observatio

of the inequalitŷ Ene
&.^En̄e

& rules out the scenarios whic

have the inverted mass hierarchy with the value ofuUe3u2 in
region I. If the mass hierarchy is known to be the invert
one, an upper bound~108! on the mixing parameteruUe3u2

can be obtained.
The relative difference of thene , n̄e and nx spectra is

especially significant in the high energy ends~‘‘tails’’ ! of the
spectra, where the fluxes decrease exponentially with the
crease of energy. In the absence of mixing, one expects

Ne~E.Etail !

Nē~E.Etail !
!1,

Nē~E.Etail !

Nx~E.Etail !
!1 ~109!
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for high enough energyEtail ~energy greater than the pea
energies of the spectra!. HereNi(E.Etail) is the integrated
number ofn i2N charged current events above the ene
Etail .

The observation of the high energy ends of thene and n̄e

spectra, where the contributions due to the originalne andn̄e
fluxes would be negligible, allows one to measure the c
tribution of the original hardnx spectrum to the finalne and
n̄e spectra.

Important conclusions can be drawn from the studies
the ratio

R~Etail ![
Ne~E.Etail !

Nē~E.Etail !
~110!

asEtail increases.
~1! R(Etail)→`. This indicates that the tail of thene

spectrum extends to significantly higher energies than tha
the n̄e spectrum. This will testify forne↔nx conversions.
Moreover, it will be a clear signal that then̄e↔nx conver-
sions are negligible; i.e., then̄e spectrum is the original sof
spectrum. This would be an indication of~i! the SMA solu-
tion in the conventional hierarchy~Sec. IV A! or ~ii ! highly
non-adiabaticH transitions with the SMA solution in the
inverted hierarchy~Sec. V A!. If the mass hierarchy is
known to be an inverted one, then this signal indicates t
the value ofuUe3u2 lies in region III. From Eq.~41!, we
obtain a very strong bound on the parameteruUe3u2:

4uUe3u2&1025. ~111!

~2! R(Etail)→0. Notice that the limitR(Etail)→0 would
be true in the absense of any neutrino conversion at all o
the absence of conversion of the electron neutrinos. T
situation is not realized in any of the scenarios we have
cussed. The observation ofR(Etail)→0 would exclude all
the scenarios under consideration and thus testify for the
lution of the solar neutrino problem which differs from th
MSW or VO solutions. Another possibility could be relate
to a compact star with a very sharp density profile, so that
L resonance is in the non-adiabatic region. In this case,
solar solution has to be SMA and theH resonance has to b
inoperative for neutrinos.

~3! R(Etail)→const. This would testify for the contribu
tion of the originalnx to both finalne and n̄e spectra. More-
over, the value of the constant will give us information abo
the mixing parameters.

In principle, the spectra ofnx can be reconstructed b
having a series of neutral current detectors with differ
thresholds. Thenx spectrum will always have a dominatin
hard component. Therefore, the comparison of the high
ergy tails of thene ,n̄e with that of nx can directly give the
measure of the hard component of thene ,n̄e spectra. The
ability to measure thenx spectrum would also be useful i
order to check for the presence of sterile neutrinos@9#.
7-20
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IDENTIFYING THE NEUTRINO MASS SPECTRUM FROM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D62 033007
C. Identification of a composite spectrum

The final ne ( n̄e) spectrum can be qualitatively divide
into three types:~a! the original ‘‘soft’’ spectrum of thene

( n̄e) @corresponding to the survival probabilityp51 (p̄
51) which would be the case in the absence of conversi#,
~b! the ‘‘hard’’ original spectrum ofnx @corresponding to the
survival probabilityp50 (p̄50) which would be the case
when there is a complete interchange of spectra#, and~c! the
‘‘composite’’ spectrum, which is a mixture of the origina
soft and the hard spectra in comparable proportions.

In order to distinguish between~a! and ~b!, the values of
‘‘temperatures’’~or average energies! of the original spectra
need to be known or thene and n̄e spectra have to be com
pared~as in Sec. VI B!. A composite spectrum may be iden
tified without the knowledge of the initial temperatures a
independently of the observation of the other spectru
through the ‘‘broadening’’ phenomenon.

As described in Sec. II A, the instantaneous original n
trino spectra have a narrower energy distribution than
Fermi-Dirac one~see Fig. 1!. The mixing between two neu
trino species with different mean energies gives rise to
effective broadening of the spectrum~see Fig. 13!, so that
the final spectrum need not be pinched even though the
individual original spectra were pinched. In other words,
effective h for a mixed spectrum may be negative ev
though the individualh i ’s of the constituent spectra wer
positive. The broadening of the spectrum can be checke
fitting the final spectrum with the parametersTi andh i , Eq.
~7!, and establishing the sign ofh i .

Note that the ‘‘pinching’’ phenomenon is established in
model independent manner only for a constant mean en
of the spectrum. A considerable variation in the average
ergy of neutrinos of a given species during the cooling ph
could be responsible for the broadening of the time in
grated spectrum even in the absence of mixing. Therefore
order to establish the broadening due to mixing, it is cruc
to study the spectra in short intervals of time.

FIG. 13. The number ofn2N charged current events for~A! a
Fermi-Dirac spectrum (T53,h50) ~the solid line!, ~B! a pinched
spectrum (T53,h53) ~the dotted line!, and ~C! a mixture of two
pinched spectra (T53,h53 and T58,h51 with Ena55 MeV!
~the dashed line!.
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Clearly, it will be difficult to observe broadening of spe
tra, if the mean energies of the original spectra are v
close, or if one of the original spectrum dominates in t
final mixed spectrum.

The observation of broadening of thene spectrum would
point against an adiabaticH resonance in the normal hiera
chy ~see Secs. IV A, IV B, IV C!. This would imply a strong
upper bound~108! on the value ofuUe3u2.

The observation of broadening of then̄e spectrum would
be a strong indication against

~i! the SMA solution with the normal hierarchy~Sec.
IV A !,

~ii ! completely adiabaticH transitions in the case of in
verted hierarchy~Secs. V A, V B, V C!, and

~iii ! highly non-adiabaticH transitions for the SMA solu-
tion with the inverted hierarchy~Sec. V A!.

In particular, if the mass hierarchy is inverted, the broad
ing of n̄e spectrum indicates that theH resonance is no
completely adiabatic. This gives a strong upper bound~108!
on uUe3u2.

If both the ne and n̄e spectra are established to be com
posite, then the upper bound~108! on uUe3u2 holds irrespec-
tive of the type of mass hierarchy.

D. Earth matter effects

The Earth matter effects can be observed through
comparison between the spectra at two detectors or thro
the studies of the distortion of a spectrum in one detec
~see Figs. 7 and 9!.

The Earth matter effects are significant in the neutr
channel only in the cases of~i! normal mass hierarchy with
the SMA or LMA scenario and a non-adiabaticH resonance,
~ii ! inverted mass hierarchy with the SMA or LMA scenari
In the antineutrino channels, significant Earth matter effe
are observed~Sec. III D! only with ~i! normal mass hierarchy
with the LMA scenario,~ii ! inverted mass hierarchy with
LMA scenario and a non-adiabaticH resonance.

VII. IDENTIFICATION OF THE MASS SPECTRUM

We show that with the 3n schemes which explain th
solar and atmospheric neutrino data, one can make ra
reliable predictions of the conversion effects for superno
neutrinos. The predictions differ for different scheme
which opens up the possibility of discriminating among the
using the data from the neutrino bursts.

We have studied the manifestation of the conversion
fects in~i! the flavor composition of the neutronization pea
the main effect here is the partial or complete change of
flavor of the peak. This can be established by the compar
of the fluxes detected by charged current and neutral cur
interactions during the neutronization burst.~ii ! Modifica-
tions of thene and n̄e spectra: here one expects an appe
ance of hard or compositene and/orn̄e spectra due to mix-
ing, instead of their original soft spectra. One can ident
these effects of mixing by studying the average energies
7-21
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AMOL S. DIGHE AND ALEXEI YU. SMIRNOV PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 033007
spectra, the tails of spectra, and searching for the widenin
the spectra.~iii ! Earth matter effects: this can be done
detailed studies of the shapes of the energy spectra or b
comparison of signals observed in different detectors.

The final spectra ofne andn̄e can be characterized by th
values of the survival probabilitiesp andp̄ respectively. The
conversion probabilities depend significantly on the value
uUe3u2. We have divided the whole range of possible valu
of uUe3u2 in three regions I, II, and III, and have made de
nite predictions in each of these regions. Table I gives
values of the survival probabilities for the neutrino ma
spectra under discussion.

The qualitative features of the final neutrino fluxes f
various neutrino mass spectra, obtained in Secs. III–V,
summarized in Table II. Let us first make some general
servations from the table.

~1! The complete disappearance of thene neutronization
peak~strong change of its flavor! and a pure hard spectrum
of ne during the cooling stage always appear together. Th
observation will testify foruUe3u2 in the region I and norma
mass hierarchy, irrespective of the solution of the solar n
trino problem.

~2! A pure hardn̄e spectrum is the signature of the in
verted mass hierarchy anduUe3u2 in the region I, irrespective
of the solar neutrino solution.

~3! A soft n̄e spectrum can appear only in the schem
with the SMA solution of the solar neutrino problem.

~4! The observation of any Earth matter effects will ru
out the scenarios with the VO solution.

~5! The Earth matter effects inn̄e spectrum will be the
signature of the LMA solution.

~6! If the Earth matter effects are observed in the neutr
channels but not in the antineutrino channels, we either h
the normal mass hierarchy withuUe3u2 in region II or III, or
the inverted mass hierarchy.

~7! If the Earth matter effects are significant in both thene

and n̄e channels, the solar neutrino solution is LMA an
uUe3u2 lies in region II or III.

Let us now systematically consider all the possible co
binations of the observations. In general, the ‘‘observation
consist of the following features of the spectra:

~i! The flavor of the neutronization peak can be eith
mixed (ne ,nx) or ~almost! completely changed (nx).

~ii ! The ne spectrum at the cooling stage can be eith
hard or composite.

~iii ! The n̄e spectrum can be of all possible types: s
~unchanged!, hard, composite.

~iv! The Earth matter effects can be absent completely
observed in one of channels (ne or n̄e), or observed
in both channels.

The following conclusions can be drawn from the com
nations of the above observations:

~A! Completely changed flavor (nx) of the neutronization
peak, hardne spectrum, and softn̄e spectrum. This configu-
ration can be realized in only one case: normal hierarc
SMA solution of then( problem anduUe3u2 in region I.
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~B! Pure nx-neutronization peak, hardne spectrum, and

compositen̄e spectrum. This implies normal mass hierarch
uUe3u2 in region I, and two possiblen( solutions, LMA or
VO. The observation of Earth matter effects can distingu
between these two possibilities. For the LMA solution, t

Earth effects will be present in then̄e channel and absent in
the ne channel.

~C! Mixed (ne ,nx) flavor neutronization peak, composit

ne spectrum, and softn̄e spectrum. This configuration can b
realized in the three different cases:~i! SMA solution, nor-
mal mass hierarchy, anduUe3u2 in region II, ~ii ! SMA solu-
tion, normal mass hierarchy, butuUe3u2 in region III, ~iii !
SMA solution, inverted hierarchy,uUe3u2 in region III.
Clearly such a configuration is the signature of the SM
solution of then( problem. The earth matter effect is ex
pected to be weaker in the case~i!.

~D! Mixed (ne ,nx) flavor neutronization peak, composit
ne spectrum, compositen̄e spectrum. This combination o
observations can be realized in many cases:~i! SMA solu-
tion, inverted hierarchy,uUe3u2 in region II, ~ii !–~v! LMA
solution, normal or inverted hierarchy,uUe3u2 in regions II or
III, ~vi!–~ix! VO solution, normal or inverted hierarchy
uUe3u2 in regions II or III. Studies of the Earth effects ca
give an important criterion for discriminating between t
above cases: they are absent in the VO cases~vi!–~ix! and
should be observable in thene channel but not inn̄e channel
in the SMA case~i!. In the LMA case, the Earth effects ar
expected both in thene and n̄e channels. Here a further dis
crimination can be done between~ii !–~v! by studying the
degree of compositness: in the case of normal hierarchy
expects stronger effects in the neutrino channel.

~E! Mixed (ne ,nx) flavor neutronization peak, composit
ne spectrum, hardn̄e spectrum. Such a combination of ob
servations is realized with inverted hierarchy,uUe3u2 in re-
gion I, and SMA or LMA or VO solution. That is, the com
bination does not depend on the solution of then( problem
and turns out to be the signature of the inverted mass h
archy. In the cases with SMA or LMA solutions the Ear
effect can be observed in thene channel only. No Earth
effect is expected in the VO case.

No other combination of the observables is realized in
mixing scenarios under disussion.

Establishing the region in whichuUe3u2 lies is equivalant
to giving bounds on the value of this mixing paramet
which correspond to the borders of the region. The bord
depend on the precise density profile of the progenitor
can vary within a factor of 2–3. Thus, from SN data we c
get bounds onuUe3u2 with an uncertainty of a factor of 2–3
In principle the value ofuUe3u2 can also be measured~again
within a factor of 2–3! in the transition region where th
effect ~survival probability! depends substantially onUe3.

Observations~A!, ~B!, and ~E! above establishuUe3u2 in
region I, thus giving a lower bound ofuUe3u2*331024.
Observations~C! and ~D! establishuUe3u2 to be in region II
or III, thus giving an upper bound ofuUe3u2&331024. The
upper bound obtained in the case of observations~C! and~D!
is more than an order of magnitude stronger than the one
7-22
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long baseline experiments are planning to achieve. The
servation of the broadening of both thene andn̄e spectra, or
significant Earth matter effects on both thene andn̄e spectra
are sufficient to establish this bound.

A number of possible observations can rule out all
scenarios under discussion. The observation of~a! a purene
neutronization peak and~b! a soft ne spectrum during the
cooling stage is not possible with any of these neutrino m
spectra. The pairs of observations~a! purenx neutronization
peak and a compositene spectrum,~b! mixed flavor neu-
tronization peak and a pure hardne spectrum, and~c! a hard
spectrum for bothne and n̄e are also fatal for all the sce
narios.

The final neutrino spectra can thus help in resolving th
kinds of ambiguities that remain to be resolved with the c
rent data:~i! the solution of the solar neutrino problem,~ii !
the type of mass hierarchy~sign ofDm2), and~iii ! the value
of uUe3u2.

The difference in the ‘‘temperatures’’ of the originalne ,
n̄e andnx spectra is a crucial issue as far as the observat
are concerned. In this article we have given the express
for the final spectra in terms of undetermined values of th
temperatures, and have given the qualitative features of
final spectra. The data should eventually be analyzed
terms of not only the oscillation parameters, but also
temperatures as free parameters. This will lead to the de
mination of temperatures of the spectra directly from
data. If a substantial temperature hierarchy is present wi
the (ne2nx) or (n̄e2nx) pair, the effects of broadening o
the spectra and the Earth matter effects may be more
nounced.
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The implications of results of this paper will depend o
when neutrino burst from the Galactic supernova will be d
tected.

A number of results can be obtained from other expe
ments unrelated to the supernova neutrinos. Clearly, all
schemes considered above will be rejected if sterile neutr
will be discovered in the oscillations of solar or atmosphe
neutrinos, or if the LSND result will be confirmed. In th
case, one will be forced to consider the schemes with ste
neutrinos@9#.

On the other hand, there is a good chance that wit
several years existing and future experiments will allow us
identify one of the solutions of the solar neutrino proble
considered in this paper. This will significantly diminish th
number of possible schemes and will allow us to furth
sharpen the predictions of the effects for supernova neu
nos.

The purpose of this paper was to indicate the effe
which can in principle testify for neutrino conversions a
various features of the neutrino mass and flavor spec
Clearly, further detailed studies are needed for specific
tectors to clarify the detectability of the discussed effects a
to conclude how far we can go in the program of identific
tion of the neutrino mass spectrum.
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